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Perl & XMLO'Reilly, 2002
XML is a text-based markup language that has taken the programming world by storm. More powerful than HTML yet less demanding than SGML, XML has proven itself to be flexible and resilient. XML is the perfect tool for formatting documents with even the smallest bit of complexity, from Web pages to legal contracts to books. However, XML has also...
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C++ GUI Programming with Qt 3 (Bruce Peren's Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2004
The first official Trolltech guide to Qt 3.2 programming!
Straight from Trolltech, this book covers all you need to build industrial-strength applications with Qt 3.2.x and C++--applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux with no source code changes! The book teaches solid Qt programming practices; it is...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Developing Java Web Services: Architecting and Developing Secure Web Services Using JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"I commend this book to you as your springboard to the future of how to make the Net work."
    -from the Foreword by Simon Phipps, Chief Technology Evangelist, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
    
    This hands-on developer's guide to Web services prepares you for the next level of distributed computing. The authors clearly show...
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Inside JavaScriptNew Riders Publishing, 2002
The only comprehensive book available that covers the latest  technology, such as Internet Explorer 6 and JavaScript 1.5, and JScript 5.6.  Packed full of hands-on examples, this book integrates JavaScript with .NET,  XML, XSLT, Java, CSS, HTML, Cookies, Security, and much more. Written for  beginning to intermediate readers...
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Inside XMLNew Riders Publishing, 2000
The XML explosion hardly needs any introduction. It's  everywhere and there just seems to be no end to what can be done with XML. While  writing to the W3C standards, and keeping up with the pace for corporate  implementation, you, the programmer or web developer, will need a comprehensive  guide to get you started and show you...
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Hacking del.icio.usJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
I wrote this book with tinkerers in mind—that is to say, tinkerers of various levels of familiarity with del.icio.us in particular and Web development skill in general.Whether you’re just getting on your way to being a power user at del.icio.us, or whether you’re a hardcore Web development guru who’s running your own...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows C# developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your own...
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Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5Routledge, 2012

	
		With organizations and individuals increasingly dependent on the Web, the need for competent, well-trained Web developers and maintainers is growing. Helping readers master Web development, Dynamic Web Programming and HTML5 covers specific Web programming languages, APIs, and coding techniques and provides an...
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Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for DevelopersApress, 2003
This book is all about getting developers to realize good, solid interface  design for their products by considering a reasonable set of design axioms.  Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for Developers shows how you can  create design through code by using technologies such as SVG, XHTML, XML, XSLT,  and XSL-FO. It explores how, by...
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Enterprise JavaBeans (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
EnterpriseJavaBeans, 3rd     edition, has been thoroughly revised to include complete coverage of three     major changes in the EJB 2.0 specification: A new version of     container-managed persistence; local interfaces; and a totally new kind of     bean called the "message driven bean." The 3rd edition...
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Service-Oriented Architecture : A Field Guide to Integrating XML and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2004
Service-oriented integration with less cost and less risk
  

The emergence of key second-generation Web services standards has positioned service-oriented architecture (SOA) as the foremost platform for contemporary business automation solutions. The integration of SOA...
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